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EDITORIAL
Well, Longreach has come and gone,
more than two hundred stimulated
members have headed back to the bush
to apply their newly found enthusiasm to
the problems of our rangelands.
Over the next few months I will be
making an effort to contact those of you
who presented papers at the Longreach
conference. If you presented a paper
and would like to see it published, even
though you don't think it is Journal
material, then send it in; it will more than
likely be suitable for the newsletter. At
least this way you will get a bit more out
of the work you put into the paper. This
is a conscious change in editorial policy
aimed at increasing the information
content of the newsletter. I would like to
be able to run one or two feature articles
in all future issues; this issue contains
the first.
Bob Purvis, ably assisted by Gary
Bastin, has put together a well
documented sequence of events in the
history of degradation and regeneration
of part of Atartinga in his "The Story of
Umberumba."
Bill Bolton-Smith has produced yet
another of our now well read series
"Anecdotes from a Past Era." Bill has
suggested that he is running out of ideas
so we need someone to help out by
providing us with some more anecdotes.
Perhaps some of our more experienced
members can help us by recalling their
experiences in the way that Bill has
done for the last two years.
Conference comments have been
particularly sparse but we have
contributions from Barney Foran, Marg
Freidel and Paul Novelly. Barney, as
only Barney can, has raised five
pertinent points and has, at the same
time, warned of a "greeny" flood and
offered a great idea for producer case
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studies at the next conference. Marg
outlines a society need to broaden its
horizons and take in other users of our
lands. Paul gives us some home truths
about Longreach and has provided us
with the opening for a discussion of just
what we want for the next conference.
I know there were more of you that were
vocal and contributed to the Longreach
I hope there are more
success.
contributions in the mail but just in case,
how about following the lead and getting
your ideas, thoughts and feelings about
the conference down on paper so that
those of us who couldn't make it to
Longreach can benefit from your
experiences.
I draw you attention to the call for papers
for the international conference
"Communication in Agriculture" to be
held at U.N.E. in late January 1989.

G.Gardiner
Editor

NOTE
A New Address
Dr. Martin Andrew
The College of Advanced Education in
Agriculture, Natural· Resources and
Wine Science
Roseworthy Agricultural College
Roseworthy, South Australia 5371
Telephone: (085) 248057
Facsimile: (085) 248007
Viatel 852480570
Information Express MU122U
Elderlink 523006
Telex via Information Express
AA151224 Mailbox MU122U
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Conference Comments
"ANGST AND ANGUISH"

or
Organizing a Conference
The Longreach Conference has come
and gone. Judging by the number who
registered, we certainly raised some expectations. I hope they were fulfilled for
those who attended.
Conferences are where one learns new
things. Something I learnt is that perhaps it is time for the Society (that is,
YOU) to draw up guidelines as to what is
wanted (or at least expected) from subsequent Biennial Conferences.
We had a suggestion box on the Friday
morning at the conference, but few people responded.
Perhaps most were
happy with how things went.
If so,
great. However, the size of this year's
conference, plus several perennial
questions, suggests to me that it would
help future organizing committees if the
Society defined a few basic objectives
and guidelines for how conferences
should be organized.
As background to what is involved, for
the Longreach conference around 120
paper and 60 poster titles were eventually submitted. Time allocated allowed
40 papers to be presented. We had defined a 'theme' and 7 session topics and
the choice as to what papers would be
accepted was initially based on these.
They were outlined in the brochure/"call
for papers."
However, some papers
submitted bore no relationship whatsoever to the conference theme, nor
slotted into any session topics. What to
do with them? We had asked for a title
and a 100 word precis to be submitted
by 18 December.
We had numerous

titles (no precis) still arriving in midJanuary, with several titles even submitted in late February. How rigid should
selectors be? Accept a paper presented late, thereby eliminating someone
who did the right thing and submitted on
time?
Obviously, papers submitted
without a precis (Le. just a title) were virtually impossible to judge and hence accept. However, one person guilty of this
was quite surprised at non-acceptance,
saying we should have known what the
paper would be about !I!
The result of all this was a good deal of
agonising by those involved in the selection, secure as we were in the knowledge that we would not satisfy everyone,
nor did we really have any guidelines to
go by. And that was only one hurdle.
The other questions we asked ourselves
were, for example, is the conference one
where as much 'work' (as papers or posters) as possible is presented, with everyone submitting a title getting a
"guernsey" one way or the other? One
correspondent wrote expressing disappointment at having a paper rejected,
and stated "the opportunity to present a
poster in lieu of a paper" should have
been provided. Yet we had requested
that authors indicate whether a poster or
a paper was most appropriate for the
material submitted. In contrast, someone else suggested that what was presented, either paper or poster, should be
edited with a far greater demand for
'quality' (undefined) material, even if that
meant far less being presented.
Other correspondents wanted a longer
conference or concurrent sessions to allow more papers, or a poster session
running concurrently with paper presentations (or all three). Ray Perry, in his
closing address, said there were too
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many papers, limiting discussion time.
He suggested half the number. Yet, I
think that if we had halved the number of
papers, then each of those remaining
would have taken twice as long to be
presented. We scheduled at least 30
minutes in each session for a summation by session chairmen and a general
discussion of the topic after all papers in
a given session (each one allotted a
maximum of 15 minutes) were presented. However, some people had obviously not pretested their talks for length,
and many people ignored the time signals. The result was that most papers
ran overtime, some by 10 minutes or
more, and general session discussion
had to be abandoned.
Should chairmen be more rigid and the Society more demanding of presenters ?

Did we lose by not having more discussion? Should we have, as one participant suggested, ~invited papers, usi ng these to generate subsequent
discussion? Or what about a combination of invited and non-invited (edited or
non-edited ?) papers? The permutations are endless, leaving organizing
committees fairly much in the dark as to
where to go. And what about our initiative of a Grazier Forum? It took up time
during which four or five further papers
could have been presented. So, was it
useful?
What do you want from your conference ?

What advice can you give to those in WA
who must face the task for 1990 ?
Should it be left to the individual committees (if so, then no complaints from
Or should the
those unsuccessful)?
ARS be more rigid along ASAP lines?
This could mean strict adherence to
deadlines, immediate rejections of titles
not fulfilling requirements and so on.
Would that remove some of the "relaxed"
ARS atmosphere ?
At one stage we had around 240 registered for Longreach (about 200 finally
made it) and so one will never satisfy
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everybody.
But, I believe the Longreach conference shows widespread
interest in rangelands and in ARS conferences. Perhaps now we should, as a
Society, decide where our conferences
go from here.
Might I suggest that this Newsletter act
as a forum for any discussion, or would
someone from the ARS Executive like to
volunteer themselves to co-ordinate?

Paul Novelly
(ex Chairman of the ex-Organising Committee).

No Bloody Arguments
Perhaps it was the nearness to the hallowed halls where the Queen had so recently trod.
Perhaps it was that the
greatest stirrer of the lot was laid up in
Longreach hospital with a broken ankle
before the dingoes could attack his fine
words. Or perhaps it was that several
visiting groups had been put on best behaviour by their bosses, and of course
we all become well behaved in such a
polite state that flies the union jack in
front of their newly opened Arid Zone
Research Institute ........ oh may the leaders of the 1891 shearers strike turn in
their graves at the perfidy of those
"independent" rangelanders who share
Whatever the
the same landscapes.
reason, were all so polite that I thought
the senescence of the Society, an apt
challenge put before us by Ray Perry,
had already set in.
For all the politeness, the mind was
abuzz. Exciting happenings as far as I
was concerned were as follows:
1. The move from the floor, led mainly by
graziers, to do away with forms of
drought subsidy which encouraged misuse of the land resource. Animal production types defended the use of lick
technology (right technology, wrong
use), but all the time I had the feeling
that this is where we as a Society can
shine. By definition we are generalists,
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who should make it our aim to balance
the conflicting demands on the resource,
and say "Enough, enough!" But as we
all agree, it's more politics than rangeland management. An old cynic might
say, there's no distinction.
2. For a while I thought we were in for a
. good old greenie bash, and those of us
with vaguely green tendencies sat a bit
lower in our seats, and kept our antisocial attitudes to ourselves. However
the kangaroo story that evolved was well
reasoned and documented and was
one, as Denzil Mills pointed out, that we
can speak on with authority. Our profile
in national terms must become more active, and I wonder how long it is before
we employ a lobbyist to speak on our
behalf. Remember .. "The bloody greenies are coming ............. streaming out of
the rainforests towards the saltbush
plains".
3. The ideas of multiple use in rangelands, so much a part of land use in
Northern Australia, haven't made much
impact on the bureaucratic minds east of
the Diamentina, although some graziers
are well into the tourist bit. Charlie Carter from Alice Springs was forced into an
eloquent frame of mind on some occasions in an effort to remind us of the other values which our rangeland work
should underpin. Potentially more money there too, as Martin Andrew pointed
out with examples from USA and Zimbabwe.
4. An important, almost historic paper by
Roderick O'Connor and John Morrissey
from Western Australia, which showed
you can make more money with less
stock over a run of seasons. There are
so many good stories on integrated
management systems out there, and I
think we've been too concerned as a
Society with the "science" rather than
the "system". I'd like to challenge each
major rangeland area to arrive at the
Carnarvon Conference with a fully documented case study like the O'Connor
and Morrissey one.
It could form the
guts of a ripper of a day to follow the

lead of the Grazier Forum at Longreach.
5. The Stockmans Hall of Fame was terrific, although a little reticent on the contributions made by Aboriginal people to
the pastoral industry in the North.
A
wonderful opportunity to develop a living
museum of "rangeland vegetation
types". Hope someone from the new Institute can get a trip to the Sonoran
Desert Museum at Tucson, Arizona
where they have one of the most impressive veg displays I've seen. Basically
each major community, alive and growing in a 20 by 20 metre plot. Anyone
who has experienced the boom of the
serious and not so serious tourists in the
Centre, will know that they are insatiable
in their desire to see, know and touch.
So much better if the message on the resource is well to the fore.

Barney Foran
CSIRO Alice Springs

Future Directions
Margaret Friedel
The future directions of the ARS and the
Journal were discussed informally
amongst participants at the recent Biennial Conference at Longreach. I later
wrote to the hard-working Western Australians who are responsible for the
,Journal and for planning the next Conference, and it was suggested that I outline some of my thoughts to the readers
of RMN for their response.
When the Society began, it was largely
based on scientific, agency and extension personnel. Very sensibly, we recognised the need to include users in the
Society if it was to be effective, and so
the next phase of our development began. We now have a significant pastoralist/grazier membership and while more
of the same is still desirable, I believe it
is time to cast our net more widely, as a
rangelands organisation.
It was brought home to me on various
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occasions at Longreach how little recognition is given to other rangeland users,
although in central Australia they have
high visibility. I refer, of course, to Aboriginal, conservation and recreational
land users, as well as mining interests.
I believe we are now at the stage where
we should begin actively seeking the involvement of these groups with our activities, including the Journal.
To expand the readership of ARJ and
the supply of contributors, we have to
become broadly based. I learned recently of one potential contributor who
decided against submitting his paper
because he saw ARJ as focussing on
pastoral land use. This it certainly does,
whether by default or not. His interest
was in conservation management but,
though he would like to have published
in ARJ, he did not think his subject area
would be acceptable (let alone be read
by his peers, I would add).
Apart from canvassing, as of now,
amongst a broader group of contributors, much value could derive from deliberately planning the Carnarvon conference to cover non-pastoral land use in
one or more sessions. Why not offer
session themes, instead of trying to push
a rag bag of individual topics into themes
after the papers have been received? I
don't doubt there would still be enough
papers, in view of the abundance at
Longreach. Why not appoint convenors
with specific expertise in the theme areas, who can invite individuals to contribute and also accept volunteered papers
as they see fit? Some of three or four
high quality papers leading to extensive
discussion could be very stimulating at
the time, and should also produce good
material for the Journal.
The WA members are already beginning
to plan for the next Biennial Conference,
to be held at Carnarvon. Now is the
time to offer suggestions to both the
Conference organisers and the editorial
group, of ways to make the ARS a better
o rganisatio n.
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Arid Zone
Plant Identification
Course
WHEN: 19th-23rd September, 1988.
The course will be 4 or 5 days long.
WHERE: The University of Adelaide
teaching facility on Middleback Station
(near Whyalla). Accommodation will
be available at Middleback.

WHO: The course is open to anyone interested in the plants of the arid zone of
South Australia. This could include
pastoral property owners, managers or
employes, government employees, college students, or budding arid zone
gardeners.
The course will assume little or no previous experience with plant identification and botanical terminology. The tutors will be Dr. Barbara Randell and
Mr. Ray Alcock, both of whom have
many years experience in this field.
WHY: The S.A. Branch of the Society
has been organising Plant Identification Courses since 1981. The course is
now available every second year.
Participants gain an understanding of
the characteristics of the major plant
groups found in pastoral South Australia, and an awareness of how to go about
identifying an unknown specimen. A
greater appreciation and understanding of pastoral vegetation provides a
greater opportunity to recognize favourable or unfavourable changes in pasture
composition.
HOW MUCH: $75.00 for Australian
Rangeland Society members.
$95.00 for non-members.
(including meals, accommodation and
all necessary materials).
ACTION REQUIRED:If you are interested in attending the course please
phone Anne Gibson on 086 423722 (b. h.)
or 086 424641 (a.h.). Your interest
should be registered by WEDNESDAY
31st AUG. The course will only be held
if we get sufficient numbers. Further
details will be forwarded once it is confirmed the course will go ahead.
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ANECDOTES FROM A PAST ERA
No.7
by Bill Bolton Smith
The Things Wild Animals
and Birds Do
During a lifetime in the Rangelands of
Australia one hears and reads a lot of
facts and theories about the habits of
wild animals and birds. He also has the
opportunity to observe them himself over
a long period of time. This applies especially to the kangaroo and I repeat
what I have said a few times already and
that is that one needs at least a lifetime
to see them do all the things they are
likely to do.

Red Kangaroos
I think it is generally accepted that under
reasonably stable seasonal conditions
the Red Kangaroo does not move
around very much and many reasonably
long term studies have indicated that his
is the case. I would suggest that they
possibly remain within about 15-20
miles of their base year in year out.
Once again it must not be overlooked
that there are exceptions to the rule and
I am prepared to say that I have actually
seen kangaroos move up to 150 miles in
a matter of a few days from a drought
stricken area (where they were actually
dying and had apparently been trapped
by a spell of hot dry weather) to an area
where very good rains had fallen.
Some rain had also fallen over the intervening distance and the moisture and
cooler conditions apparently sparked
this mass migration.
This was in January 1958 and a group
of us were on an inspection tour of the
New South Wales-South Australian dog
proof fence. It was in the area to the

north of Smithville that we noticed large
numbers of kangaroos just laying
around in the shade and generally looking in a bad state.
The rain fell in that area in the afternoon
and we could see the heavier thunder
clouds a long way to the south. About
30 points fell where we were, but it later
transpired that down in the Wilangee
area there had been up to 3 inches in
parts. The morning after the rain we
could see large numbers of kangaroo
tracks in the damp sand all heading
south along the fence.
A couple of days later we passed paddocks full of kangaroos on the move in
the middle of the day and all heading
south. There would have been many
thousands hopping like that in the middle of the day.
Later we found that the areas on Wilangee where the good rains .had fallen were
just teeming with kangaroos, but they
had settled in there and were no longer
moving in any particular direction.
I have discussed this phenomenon with
scientists who were engaged in kangaroo studies and expounded my theory
about the migration only to receive the
stock reply "Oh yes but you cannot prove
that it happened - you are only making
an assumption that they were the same
kangaroos but you cannot prove that
they were." Well, be that as it may but I
will say to my dying day that in January
1958 we witnessed a mass migration of
Red Kangaroos over a distance of up to
150 miles.
In later years I understand that with the
loss of some quite expensive radio
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transmitters a group of scientists did
prove that it happens but they couldn't
prove how far the kangaroos travelled
because they lost their transmitters and
all. One interesting fact to come out of
that experiment was that the females ultimately returned to their home base but
the males are apparently still going
"somewhere out there."
During my time in the bush I witnessed
many other mass congregations of kangaroos in an area favoured by a stray
storm but have no idea where they came
from. I do know however that once they
have found that feed nothing will move
them until it is all gone. Spotlight shooting only moves or removes the ones that
get shot and chasing them in daylight
will get them all hopping but they will be
back again in a few hours.
Sometimes when travelling around the
property one would notice that all the
kangaroos were heading in a similar direction and often would be massing on a
fence line trying to get from south to
north or vice versa or perhaps east to
west or vice versa. In many cases rain
would fall a few days later in'the direction in which they were headed. It is my
strong belief that they knew somehow
that the rain was coming even before it
fell.
You may well laugh, but it happened on too many occasions to be just
a coincidence.

Western Grey Kangaroos
To the best of my knowledge, the Western Grey or "Black Scrubber" as we
knew them, was never seen on Wilangee until after the mid 1940's drought. It
was always considered that they only inhabited the scrub country to the south of
Broken Hill, between there and Wentworth.
However, as I have mentioned in earlier
writings, the drought was not as severe
at Wilangee as it was further south and
apparently a small colony of them migrated to Wilangee at some stage during

the drought.
Maybe it was when we
had the rain which gave us relief midway through the drought.
They settled in some dense prickly Acacia scrub and bred up over the years
into quite a colony of say 50 or more.
They were still in the same paddock
when I left although there was another
colony in some more scrub further west
by then.
From what I observed over those years
the Greys seem to be much more territorial than the Reds and were rarely seen,
if at all on any other parts of Wilangee.
Their behaviour in drought time and under stress was much different from that
of the Reds.
Where the Reds would
move around and find the best feed
available and find other water when a
tank went dry, the Greys became poorer
and poorer but stayed in the same area.
A bore that they were watering on in one
hot dry spell broke down and the receiving tank and troughs went dry. There
were no Reds to be seen but about 20
Greys were just laying around in the
shade of some trees nearby and some
eventually died there despite the fact
that we were working on the bore only a
few yards away. They made no attempt
to look elsewhere for water or feed.
A very strange incident occurred during
the 1970's on Mulyuneary Station - a
large property in South Australia joining
Wilangee. It was a prolonged hot dry
spell and a large mob of Red Kangaroos
converged on a tank which still had
about 4 feet of water in it. For some reason they did a "sort of lemming" in that
they just swam into the water and died.
Many also died around the water and
around the outside of the tank.
No one knows what prompted it or
whether they drowned, perished or just
died of weakness but an estimated 1500
died in and around that tank and naturally ruined all the water for any further
use.
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Euros
The Euros in the Wilangee district were
in the main strictly hills country dwellers
and were rarely seen out on the plains
in ordinary times. One exception which
I know of was a small colony on Wi langee which took up residence in some flat
scrubby country about 23 miles to the
west of the Barrier Range. They were
there for many years.
In dry times however at least some Euros proved to be great scroungers.
They moved in on our lawns at Wilangee (about 3 miles from the ranges) on
more than one occasion and even used
to camp in the toilet which was outside
and had a cement floor which may have
felt nice and cool to them.
More than one resident and guest at the
homestead discovered this habit the
hard way when they nonchalantly
strolled around the corner of the toilet
and were met by a couple of Euros departing in something of a hurry. The
people mostly departed in a similar hurry until they worked out what had happened!
At lease one old buck Euro, apparently
feeling the pinch, discovered that I used
to keep a lot of spare parts in cardboard
cartons in my workshop and proceeded
to eat them all over a period - the cartons that is - even to reaching up and
dragging them down from the bench and
cupboards well above the floor. I was
blaming my young son for all the missing cartons and parts scattered around
the floor until I discovered the tell-tale
droppings also on the floor.
For some reason, under stress, they
seem much less wary of humans than
the kangaroos.

Emus
From what I have observed, Emus appear to be mainly fairly sedentary in their
habits and rarely congregate into large
mobs in any season either good or bad.
They did move from paddock to pad-

dock but apparently more because the
urge to do so just come on for some reason best known to the emu. It was common to see an emu just walking up and
down a fence looking unsuccessfully for
a place to get through and leaving a
great pad along the fence, indicating
that it had been trying for some time.
In drought times it was common to see
them in very poor condition but not apparently making any real attempt to
seek out better feed in another area.
One exception was during the very good
seasons we had in 1955-57 when, on
mustering one paddock we found we
had also mustered a mob of at least 500
emus in one corner.
Although it was common to find a number of emu nests in most years, we
found many dozens of them during that
same period.
The main, or only defence that emu
chicks had, if their mother (or father)
making repeated charges at an intruder
with neck outstretched and feathers
fluffed up failed, was to split up and
squat in any available cover.
They
were very hard to see as they lay in as
small a ball as possible.
The parent would race off in an attempt
to encourage the intruder away from the
chicks.
If one had the time to move
away a distance and wait and watch, the
chicks, when they felt the coast was
clear, would one by one cautiously raise
their heads and give them a cheeping
sound and would seen gather back into
a mob.
Meanwhile the parent would
cautiously move back also cheeping until they were all safely reunited.
Emus did appear to be pretty senseless
generally and could be quite dangerous
if caught in a spotlight at night, as they
would tear around at high speed all over
the place and were likely to run into anything that got in the way.
We had a barbed wire on the top of most
of our fences and a lot of the roads ran
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alongside the fence. An emu or a number of them disturbed by an approaching
vehicle would rarely turn and run away
from the fence but would rather run flat
straps along it trying to get through.
Every few panels they would poke their
head through between the barb and
second wire as they charged along with
a subsequent shower of feathers and a
sickening thud as they came to a post
and wrapped their neck a few times
around it. This still did not discourage
them and they would do it again and
again.
Apart from these peculiar habits and a
tendency to damage fences I did not
consider emus the same threat as kangaroos to sheep raising because they
rarely became thick enough to threaten
feed or water supplies.

Dingoes
Thanks to the protection provided by the
dog proof fences around New South
Wales, I did not have a lot of experience
with dingoes.
The most I saw and had much to do with
were in the 1950's and early 1960's
when the dog fence was in a bad state
of disrepair and we had quite an influx of
them.
In the worst period of about 2 to 3 years
we ran down or trapped or poisoned
about 18 in our immediate area. Some
of the things I did observe were:
Coming as they did from cattle country,
some took quite a while to adapt to
sheep and did not trouble them much in
the early stages after their arrival. Others adapted very quickly and wreaked
havoc amongst the sheep, killing and
maiming with great abandon and apparently as much for fun as for food.
Some, having killed and eaten off a
sheep or a kangaroo one night would
return the next night for another feed.
We poisoned quite a number because of
this habit.

Kangaroos appeared to be a popular
source of food for some. In some cases
they would wait at a tank for the roos to
come in to drink and catch them unawares and usually in a very short distance. I did however see one kangaroo
miles from water which, by the skid
marks around had been caught in a
straight run.
They did not seem to be alarmed by the
sound of an approaching vehicle and
this led to the downfall of quite a number. During the period when they were
troubling us we tried as much as possible to always travel with 2 people in a
vehicle and the passenger with a shotgun at the ready. In our type of country,
having sighted them they were comparatively easy to run down with a vehicle.
I consider that they did not reach speeds
of much more than 25-30 miles per
hour.
When disturbed but not chased at close
quarters they tended to run in a straight
line for miles. I had been told of this by
my father from experience he gained
years before chasing them on horseback. I was later able to take advantage
of this knowledge on at least one occasion when hunting one with a motor vehicle. We found his tracks where he
had fled the scene of a mass killing. As
we approached he ran off over stoney
ground and by chec~ng each sandy
spot or sandy creek in the line he had
taken till we found tracks where he had
crossed we followed him for 15 miles
before we finally caught up with him and
duly disposed of him.
Naturally for running them down with
motor vehicles one needs good country
to travel over and our success rate was
greater than that of people with rough, or
hilly or scrubby country. From what my
father told me, our success rate was better with vehicles than theirs had been
with horses years before.
I think this
was because one could get close to
them quickly in a vehicle and put them
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under pressure right away whereas a
horse carrying a rider was not generally
fast enough to have the same effect.
The shot gun also made an obvious difference.
Apart from sheep killed and maimed by
dingoes they also have a devastating effect on lambing percentages. This is
not only from the number of lambs killed
directly but also from the number they
miss mother and about while chasing a
mob of ewes and lambs.
These mis
mothered lambs either died of starvation
or fell easy prey to other predators.
Wedge Tailed Eagles
The story of the wedge tailed eagle over
my time in the bush varied from the period when they were considered vermin
with a two shilling bounty on their heads
or eggs and a consequent obligation on
landowners to destroy them under the
Pastures Protection Act in New South
Wales at least, to the period when they
were removed from the vermin list to the
period when they became a protected
species and it became an offence to kill
them or rob their nests.
I am not sure for how long they were vermin but it was possibly at least 50-80
years and there were still plenty around
when someone suddenly decided, no
doubt with some pressure from you
know who, that they were in danger of
becoming extinct.
I rec~1I travelling to Broken Hill with my
parents one morning in the 1940's
(when they were still vermin) when we
counted over 90 eagles in a distance of
about 8 miles. They were feeding on
kangaroo carcases left by shooters the
night before. In those days roos were
shot for skins only and the carcases left
to rot.
My opinion is that the overall population
did not vary much from the vermin to the
protected species stage, yet we used to
kill everyone we could and rob every
nest we could reach in those earlier

days.
Generally I do not believe that they were
much of a threat to sheep production in
ordinary times and yet I know of 2 occasions many years apart and one of them
in the vermin days and one in the protected species days when they wreaked
havoc among lambing ewes and killed a
large percentage of lambs born despite
shepherding, shooting, poisoning and
other control methods.
It is certain that this situation will arise
again at some time in the future, yet it is
hard to say what triggered it.
It may
have been a shortage of rabbits or some
other more conventional source of food.
It may have been that the particular
mobs of ewes were lambing in isolation
when other properties were not lambing
and perhaps coincided with a period
when the young were in the nests or had
just left the nests and were starting to kill
for themselves. Whatever the reason
the result was devastating on the land~
owner concerned.
Some of their habits like using the same
nest every year and I think taking the
same mate for life and so on are well documented and quite frankly I am not in a
position to comment as I have never
studied them that closely.
One interesting factor though is that
there is always a great heap of sticks on
the ground under an eagle's nest. One
would think that they would gather the
closest ones first and yet they leave
those and flyaway 100 yards or more to
get more sticks. The reason is that an
eagle cannot rise straight up in the air
but requires a running take off, so it really makes more sense to gather the sticks
from a distance, so that they are able to
gain altitude on the flight back to the
nest. Maybe they are not so dumb after
all !
I have seen two wedge-tailed eagles
working as a team hunting a kangaroo.
It was not a sick or drought weaken~d
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roo but a healthy medium sized blue
doe (well known in that area as the "blue
flyer").
I don't know how far they had followed
the roo when they crossed the road in
front of me but she was heading up into
the hills and was definitely weakening.
My guess is that those 2 eagles had
kangaroo for tea that night.
While the poor roo was hopping along
the eagles were soaring above her and
taking it in turns to swoop down and hit
her (I assume with open claws) on the
back of the neck. The idea was apparently to run her until she went down from
fright and exhaustion and then move in
for the kill.
Crows
We always considered crows more as
scavengers than a direct threat to sheep
raising. I believe every bushman hated
crows because of their cruel habit of attacking live sheep which are down and
cannot get up for anyone of a number of
reasons. The crows would peck their
eyes out first and then peck flesh from
their bodies wherever they could get
through the skin.
I have seen them waiting around a
lambing ewe and am sure they would
take the lamb except for the mother's determination to protect it. Mostly, thanks
to the ewe, they have to be satisfied with
the afterbirth.
Wild Pigs

We were fortunate enough not to have
wild pigs in our area so I will leave it to
someone with first hand knowledge, to
enlarge on their habits and effects on
sheep raising.
Rabbits

I saw a number of rabbit plagues go
through Wilangee prior to the introduction of Myxamatosis in about 1950. I
have seen them very thick in some areas on the property since then but the
Myxo always seemed to decimate them

when they reached a certain density.
was still active when I left there.

It

However, it is interesting to record the
plagues which move in from northern
South Australia at intervals of nine
years. At least that was the case with 3
plagues which occurred before I left up
there.
The last one was in October
1980. Watch out for 1989!
It was accepted that the plagues originate in the Strezlecki River country, in
northern South Australia and move in a
S-SE direction until they come to the
dog proof fence which has rabbit netting
on the bottom 3 feet. They then move
south along the fence in teeming thousands and die in thousands from starvation, lack of water and heat stress.
We went up to film the last one but it was
impossible to record on movie or still film
just how thick they were. There were
dead and live rabbits everywhere.
Some had died in lines at each fence
post where the shade would have been.
Others had burrowed into the sand
along the fence until they came to the
buried foot netting.
Each hole was
packed with rabbits - some alive and
some dead. Some just died alongside
the fence or in the shade of any available tree.
They were packed in the shade of the
sandhill wattle trees and every tree had
been stripped of bark up to several feet
above the ground, we even saw them up
in the trees trying to reach green leaves.
I have also seen that at Wilangee in other years when they climbed the Prickly
Acacia bushes to get to green leaves.
This was for feed and not water as they
were only a few hundred yards from a
bore.
Obviously these plagues had been going on in South Australia for many years
because when I was only a lad, there
was a story going round that old Claude
Kidman was droving a mob of cattle
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down on the S.A. side of the dog fence
during one plague. When they came to
where the S.A. dog fence joins the S.A.I
N.S.W. one at right angles the rabbits
were packed deep along the 2 fences.
After much trouble they got the gate
open and then had to wait for an hour
and three quarters for the rabbits to go
through before they could put cattle
through! I cannot vouch for the authenticity of this story, but it was told to me by
my father so it must be true !
The one particular thing I noticed about
rabbits during my time in the bush was
that in the period between about 1930
and 1960 they seemed to adapt to being
able to live without water.
I well recall in the 1930's that in the hot
weather they would water in thousands.
A popular method of catching them was
to fence off a tank with a rabbit proof
fence and leave tunnels or just a vee in
the fence with a small hole in the point of
the vee. The rabbits could enter easily
enough but could not find a way out.
They trapped and killed in thousands by
this method.
In about the early 1950's at one tank
which was going dry in hot weather they
were very thick and were watering in
such numbers that each night they
would obliterate all sheep tracks from
the day before.
I was sure they would die in heaps when
the tank finally went dry and yet it did not
appear to make one bit of difference to
them. They remained just as thick and
apparently just went without water.
Certainly, in later years it was rare to see
a rabbit watering or any evidence that
they did water much and yet it was common to see them very thick in hot weather some miles from any water and apparently not requiring water at all.
Bush Rats

Although we did not know of any bush
rats or kangaroo rats or such like on Wilangee, there were a number of occa-

sions when plagues of rats went through
there on the N.S.W. side of the border
fence.
It was always assumed that they come
down from northern S.A. around Cordillo
Downs and into the Cooper country.
The assumption was made because that
was the only area we knew of where
rates were present in large numbers.
The main evidence we had that a
plague was going through was from the
tracks. For 6 miles or so out from the
fence the rat tracks would obliterate all
other tracks each night. We were using
the roads in the area a lot during one
such plague and each morning when
we went out, the only tracks on the road
would be rat tracks in such profusion
that all others were obliterated.
I only ever saw one rat and it was dead.
We were tracking a dingo at the time.
He had gone along the road after we
went home the evening before. The rat
was dead on the side of the road where
the dingo had apparently killed it and
just tossed it aside.
Unfortunately I did not study it very
closely as I was more interested in trying
to catch up with the dingo. It was light
grey in colour and looked just like an ordinary rat. I would not say it was a kangaroo rat because it had ordinary hind
legs and the tracks were certainly more
like those of an ordinary type rate.
I have always wondered where they
went in the daytime because we certainly didn't see any, but by the number of
tracks in evidence I would say they were
there in very large numbers.
I know that I have presented pretty scanty evidence here that a rat plague even
existed. Let's just say that from what we
saw and what others around us saw we
just "knew" that it was a rat plague going
through. I mention it as a matter of interest and in the hope that someone may
be able to tell us more about it.
See you.

~~~
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THE STORY OF UMBERUMBRA
Bob Purvis
Atartinga, Alice Springs
I recently gave a talk to the Alice Springs
Rangeland Biology and Ecology group
on the changes which had occurred with
the grazing of a valuable piece of floodout on the present-day Atartinga.These
changes date from when the area was
first stocked in 1930.With a bit of armtwisting, I was persuaded that the story
might be an interesting article for readers of the RMN.
The Umberumbra floodout was originallyon Waite River station. I bought the
western half of Waite River in 1972 to
add to the old Woodgreen block which
my father took up in 1920. The area today is called Atartinga (Figure 1).

The story of Umberumbra is the story
of the floodout surrounding the Umberumbra waterholes and of the hills feeding the flood out. It is about the stocking
history of the area and the effects that
this had on this country over the years
through to my present efforts to reclaim
some of this floodplain.
The floodout was originally 10.5 kms
long and varied from 300 to 1300m
wide. Hills to the south west near
Boomerang Bore fed runoff to the floodout through a number of small creeks. In
big rains, water flowed right through the
floodout, tipped into the Athinna Creek
and on into the Sandover River. Rains
of less than about 70mm did
_WoiteRiv~
not get through the floodout.
1912-72
The total area of useful grazing count~y is about 100 sq
miles (260 sq kms).
IN] Umb.rumbro floodplain- whole I have pieced this
area intact.
Illil Transfer zone with small chann.ls story together by
flowing towards th. floodplain.
talki ng to oldAlice Springs
IIllD
Hills feeding the floodplain.
timers
who knew
180km
Waite River, from musLocality map of the Umberumbra
ters that my father, and then I,
" . . floodplain on the present day Ataninga. attended on Waite River and
I
....
from other occasions when I
I'
""~'''.
C.~~k..... ,
.... '1)1)0..... /
was on Waite River until I
....... - ---.",
,/,,>-bought the western half in
"
, ...... Cre.k at boffo m
1972. I will attempt to show the
of floodplain
FIGURE
changes
to the floodout with a
Dillon's f
Bor. (1939)
series of diagrams at different
Umberumbra
times, and to relate this to
waf.rholes
cattle numbers present at that
time.
1870 TO 1920
John Ross and William Harvey
Woodgreen
:
were the first Europeans to
Wa it. River
Boundary ~O
see
the area in December
f.nc.d in 194~
1870 while looking for a possi-

I
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/

I
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ble alternative route for the Overland
Telegraph Line. Ross named the Waite
River. The general area was surveyed
by Winnecke in 1878. Waite River was
first gazetted as a lease in 1912 with A.
McDonald and J. H. Turner being the
lessees. The lease was 360 sq miles
(930 sq kms) in area. This initial lease
lapsed shortly after. W. Liddle was the
next person on Waite River in approxiD.
mately 1915. In about 1920,
McDowell actually started the lease
when he sank a well on the Waite River
and ran some sheep and a few horses.
1925 TO 1962
Ted Dixon held the lease from 1925 until
1962 and it was he who developed the
area as a high carrying cattle station
during this period. Dixon's first waters
were a soakage in the Sandover River
(Sheep Camp Soak) and Umberumbra
Waterholes (also named Crooked
Holes by A. Turner somewhere between
1907-1910).Umberumbra has two semipermanent waterholes; the top waterhole was 400m long by 10m wide and
2.5m deep in 1940. Today, it is about
0.7m deep. The second waterhole was
200m long, 15m wide and 2.5m deep.

Umberumbra When First Stocked
The Umberumbra Waterholes were first
stocked with 700 cattle in 1930. At that
time, Waite River was carrying 1500
head on these waterholes and Sheep
Camp Soak. The second part of Figure
1 shows, as best I can reconstruct, the
way the floodout operated when first
stocked. Run-off from the hills flowed
through a 5km transfer area of numerous small creeks before entering the 10
km long floodout. The Umberumbra
Waterholes are about in the centre of
this floodout. From small pieces of the
floodout that are still intact, I would think
that the floodplain was held together by
four big robust perennial grasses oat kangaroo grass (Themeda avenacea), silky browntop (Eulalia tulva) , a
windmill grass (Enteropogon ramosa)

and golden beard grass (Chrysopogon
tal/ax). All except Enteropogon ramosa
are palatable to cattle. Four good, highly palatable annuals would have been
abundant after summer floods - Birdsville indigo (lndigotera linnae/) , button
grass (Dactyloctenium radulans) and
two types of summer grass (Brachiaria
gilesii and B. miliitormis).

Increase In Cattle Numbers
By 1939, cattle numbers had increased
to 1500 head on the waterholes. As the
waterholes went dry, cattle would have
gone back on to Sheep Camp Soak.
The floodout must have been eaten bare
and cattle would have been reaching
the hills 13 km to the south west of
Umberumbra Waterholes. Increased
runoff would have started to erode the
hills and small creeks feeding the floodout and started to silt the waterhole.
The need for a permanent water supply
became increasingly desperate. The
area has since proven notoriously difficult to find good water in with 34 holes
drilled for 2 successful strikes between
1935-62 and 52 holes for 3 successes
between 1935 and1988.
Dixon's Bore was the first success in
1939 - it makes 400 gallons an hour today. It was immediately equipped with a
pump jack and as one engine wore out,
it was replaced by another.
Boomerang Bore was the next success
in 1944. There were now about 2500
cattle on Dixon's and Boomerang Bores
and at least 6000 cattle on the whole of
Waite River - brandings varied between
1500 and 2300 in the years 1945 to
1947. There were also about 200 horses
on the lease. By now, the hills surrounding Boomerang Bore were eaten
out. Widespread erosion resulting from
the increased runnoff had started to eat
away at the creeks and the watercourse
feeding the Umberumbra Waterholes.
This meant that the gully floors were progressively cutting lower than the floodplain floor and the floodplain was being
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There are a number of sand ridges 60
to 70 cms high running along the floodout. From what I have been able to
work out, and from what Geoff Pickup
(CSIRO) has told me, these were
dropped by huge
flood events over
..... ~!!!JfI"a
the past thousands
....... ........ ~.k
..... /
of years. By 1945,
....... ........ _ - / _ /
the
increased flow
/
had cut through one
/
LCreek at bottom
of these sand ridges
/
of floodplain.
providing a channel
I
directly
into
the
/
Athinna Creek. The
Sandridges laid down
first
creek feeding
- . J..../Y"'1'--~ in past big floods.
from the hills joined
the gully that was
cutting through the
floodplain in 1949
and there was now
To Waite River
a channel from the
hills right through to
Umberumbro woterholes.
the Athinna Creek
(Figure 2). As much
of the floodplain
was now higher
than
thecurrent
stream bed and
starved of water, the
Gully through floodplain.
remaining perennial
Transfer channel feeding into floodplain.
grasses and much
Intact floodplain.
Stable floodplain- flat area and no erosion
of the gidyea died
bu.t all the grosses gone.
from this time on.

robbed of water. The size of the floodout
was starting to decrease (Figure 2).
Lesser rains (i.e. less than 70 mm)
were now flowing right through the
floodout.
1
I'

Figure 2
Umberumbra in the late
1940's. A continuous channel
has cut from the hills rig ht
through the floodplain robbing
the lower part of the floodout
of water.
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Transfer zone - becoming bar. and
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Waite River had
thei
r cutti ng out
\
IIIIl Hills-becoming bare-increased runoff
camp on the floodand starting t a erode.
out just below the
bottom waterhole.
In about 1950, they
had to move to a
new area as you could no longer ride a
In 1947, Dixon bought a 5 ton GMC truck
horse on this area with the gullies that
- a big station vehicle in those days. This
had cut around the side of the floodtruck always got bogged in the floodout
below Umberumbra each time they tried
plain. Today, the site of this old cutting
out camp remains fairly stable because
to get to Dixon's Bore. To overcome this
it is very flat. It has very thick scrub due
problem, Dixon built the road up with
to the wet 1970's and lack of competition
about 60 cms of rock and earth fill. This
from grasses. Small areas are coming
meant that the floodout below the crossing was now further starved of water.
back and I may be able to get a fire into
/
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some areas in the future.
Cattle Die In Dry Years

feeding down to this main creek continued to erode.

1948 was a dry year with 105 mm reFigure 3 corded at Woodgreen. No cattle work
Umberumbra in the late 1960's.
The whole floodplain is now bare or
was done on Waite River that year. My
starting to grow scrub. Creeks are still
father helped muster 200 mature cows
eroding back towards the hills.
on the whole of Waite River in 1949 after the "drought" was
broken by 112 mm in
' - ..........Arhinn
February 1949
-.;,:.:~
c
~
--=.reek
.....-something like 1800
~7
cows had died on
/
Waite River in the
A-Creek 01 b01l0m of
Breached sandridge
I floodploin.
previous dry year.
(by 1945)
/
However, with no
/
brandings from the
previous year, there
were about 1 000
Dixon's
cleanskins mustered
Bore
and cattle numbers ~c: /
were soon on the in- g
crease again. Some ...
~
bureaucrat in the ii'
Lands Branch was !
concerned about the ~
'":Ii'f§o'--- Drove Iruck here in 1961 (no creek)
viability of Waite River
Canlered horse in pursuit of caltle
with the large number
in 1962 (no creek)
of deaths and under
" - Third transfer channel Joined by 1968.
oath in Alice Springs,
Ted Dixon stated that
the average income
from Waite River be_ .. - Sandridges
twee n 1932 and 1948
/
~ Gullies through floodplain
had
been 25000
, ... .- Transfer channel feeding 10 the floodplain
pounds - an indication
D Slable floodplain -very liltle gross and
storfing to orolN scrub.
of how good Waite
~ Bore eroded floodplain.
River was.
'"
~
Transfer zone - little gross cover and
rn eroding.
\
I helped muster 1500
urn Hills-iaroely bore and eroding.
cattle in the Umberumbra area in 1954.
By 1956, the second
creek from the hills
had joined (Figure 3)
and more of the up1959 was the start of the big (1959-65)
per part of the floodplain was dying.
drought. In 1961, we were broke on
Much of the erosion on these former
Woodgreen.
I needed to replace the
floodplain areas now stopped as they
casing in the bore at the house. I knew
were no longer receiving additional wathere
was some casing at an abanter. However the hills and channels
doned bore on Waite River and ar-
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ranged to swap two working horses for
this casing. I drove across the upper part
of the Umberumbra floodplain to that
bore site in third gear in a 30 cwt 2
wheel drive Bedford truck. Today, there
is a creek in that area that you would
need a bulldozer to cross.

still intact, it grew considerable amounts
of indigofera after summer floods. This
kept a check on the horses - those that
didn't die within a month or two would
probably succumb later in the year when
it was dry and they had to walk a long
way to feed. Those that survived were
not suitable for work and were not broken in. As the floodout died, the indigofera became increasingly less abundant
and so the brake on the horses was
gone.

1962 TO 1972
George Isaacson owned Waite River between 1962 and 1972. Three hundred
cows were included in the 1962 sale. I
helped with that muster. A little further
away from where I drove the truck on
the floodplain a year earlier, there was
an area where we cantered our horses
in pursuit of cattle that had escaped
from the Dixon's Bore holding paddock
the night before. Today, I can go back to
exactly the same area and you could not
safely canter a horse through the creek
that is there now (Figure 3).

1972 TO 1988
We bought the western half of Waite River in 1972 and having seen quite a bit of
the floodout in its glory, I wanted to get
it back. I thought that if you de stocked
the hills and got grass back on them,
you would slow the runoff and stop the
erosion. We fenced the new AtartingaWaite River boundary in 1972 and
fenced our side in half again in 1973
(Figure 4). A pet meat operator shot 500

I do not know exactly when the last of
the present-day channels between
the hills and the floodplain joined
(Figure 3) but the last one was definitely there in 1968. In May of that
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year we had the biggest flood that
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During this 10 year period, there
were big vegetation changes. The
palatable perennials had just about
gone. The bottom part of the floodout has poorer red earth soils and
there, the good perennials were
completely replaced by wire grass
(Aristida inaequiglumis) , Eragrostis
species and Sida platycalyx - useless plants as far as cattle are concerned. Further up the floodout
there is better granite country
which grew Aristida biglandulosa.
While pieces of the floodout were
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horses between February and September 1972 leaving me about 100 to get.
With the 500 mm plus rainfall years of
the mid seventies, it took me 20 months
from when we first bought the station to
get the last horse. All the cattle (600
head) had been removed and Boomerang Bore was spelled until 1975.
Grass was now back on the hills, the
flows were getting less but the gullies
were still growing. I took an average
across the floodplain in 1972 and multiplied it by the length and came up with a
round figure of a million cubic metres of
soil having gone from the floodout in 30
years. I'd hoped that the gullies would
heal themselves, but a few years later, I
stepped it out again and there was no
question that the gullies were still growing.

the hills. However I was too close to the
hills and there was nowhere where I
could divert this water out of the big gullies.
The obvious place to start seemed to be
to remove the old rockfill crossing that
Dixon had built in 1947. This would allow some of the water to spread back
over the old floodout that had been
starved of water since then. I removed
this crossing in 1983 but this area was
now 1 to 1.5 m higher than the current
base of the gullies and only likely to receive small flows in big rains. The only
way to push water into this area was to
build a bank across the lower eroded
part of the floodout (Figure 5). I did this 5
years ago, being well aware that we
were tackling large amounts of water
and were likely to lose the bank. To my
surprise, the bank held in the next flood
and is still there today. However, I estimated that probably only 30% of the total flow was being held in this old part of
the floodout - the rest was still being lost
down the other gullies.

The runnoff water from the hills was now
cleaner, so its erosive power had increased.
With channels cut right
through the floodout there were no areas left where the water could be spilt allowing it to slow down and drop its silt.
The water was running against
Figure 5
vertical creek banks which were
being undercut and sucked in.
The Umberumbra
The big gravel was rolled along
area today. Banks
before being dropped but the
pushed up in 1983
fine material was being carried
and over the last 8
right through to the Athinna. I months are gradually
had gained on the hills but was
mer floodplain.
still losing out onthe creeks and
Oi ~on 's
the floodout.
Bore

This part of bank built in 1983.

Reclamation
I reasoned that I had 2 options :-

Stone crossino
removed in 1983~-/Io...'(I.'

- put stone walls across the
creeks and catch the silt the way,
but I didn't have the machinery or
the labour to do that.
- take the water out of the gullies
and keep it out of them.
If this was the correct deciSion,

then my dilemna was that I
should start in the higher parts of
the floodout which had richer silt from

-"-Sondridges
_ .. , Bonks pushed up with dozer
.-... Gullies through flood plain
~

Reclaimed floodplain and new floodplain

D

Stable floodplain with dense scrUb,
some oreO$ storting to orow or055 and
will be burnt when possible.

~

Eroded and degraded floodplain

~

Transfer zone with good oross cover.
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At about the same time, I talked Bob
Keetch (Conservation Commission) into
tackling some of the degraded floodout
with his tyne pitter. The pitter worked
well on the small sand ridges around the
edges of the floodplain and the buffel
grass thrived. The pitter hardly penetrated the hard bare clay soil of the old
floodplain and the few buffel plants that
established were small and unthrifty.
Aristidas, Eragrostis eriopoda, Eragrostis xerophila and Sida platycalyx wou Id
grow okay but the former floodout
seemed too poor to grow even a reasonable stand of buffel grass.
Over the next 2 or 3 years, I noticed that
the buffel grass got a bit thicker and that
some Themeda, Eulalia fulva and
Chrysopogon started to appear. The experts are going to pick me here and say
that some of these better perennials
were here all along. Well, all that I can
say is that on three separate occasions I
took Ken Shaw and Gary Bastin (Dept
Industry & Development) and Barney
Foran (CSIRO) through the area and
asked them what should grow there.
They all agreed they didn't know because there was nothing to indicate
what good plants should be there.
After three floods, the better perennials
were becoming noticeable and the
buffel grass was not only persisting but
starting to increase. I was convinced that
we should try and block the other 70% of
the flood water that was still being lost
from the floodout. I reasoned that the
old floodplain could handle the water the only difference being that it would
probably be flowing more deeply over a
smaller area of the eroded surface than
when originally intact. The first problem
I saw was that there would be too
much water flowing out the overflow
point at the bottom of the floodout and
that this would cut a channel and recreate the old problem in a new area.
The second problem was that the remaining usable part of the floodout was
now too small to catch all the silt. The

water only had to give the ground a
good soaking and could then escape but in doing so, it had to flow as slowly
as possible to drop all its silt before tipping into the Athinna and the Sandover.
The new floodout I was trying to construct had to be balanced against the
catchment. It also needed a safe overflow channel. I hunted around and
found a short watercourse with dense
Eulalia to the north east near Niligan
Tank. It is surrounded by stable and
pretty useless red earth mulga country
growing Aristida inaequiglumis. Running the level over it, the area appeared
to have a similar slope to the old floodout. All that I needed was a bank to divert the water through my new floodout
to the overflow channel near Niligan
Tank.
In November last year, we pushed up a
2 km long bank with the D7. This bank
extended across the old overflow point
(Figures 4 and 5). After that I blocked off
all the other channels that fed into the
old overflow channel. The new floodout
was not eroded - it had just been
skinned out from years of overgrazing
and I reasoned that provided the bank
held, I should not be creating any new
erosion problems.
In December, we had 50 mm of rain in
40 minutes and the bank worked perfectly. Water spread out 500 m from the
bank and flowed along the bank at a
depth of only about 10 cms - there is actually a very slight fall away from the
bank. The water flowed through the new
overflow channel without causing a hint
of erosion. This is the first flood that this
country has seen for 40 years and the
good perennials are on the increase.
This is the first time that I have seen indigofera, button grass and other good annuals on this country.

Costs And Returns
For those interested in the economics, I
only consider the cost of fuel when using
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the dozer on ponding banks. I do not pay
myself a wage. The dozer worked for
150 hours and used $2000 worth of fuel.
I run 200 steers in the paddock for 6
months and then spell it for a year. There
are 50 steers of each age group from
weaners up to 4 years at which age they
are trucked. In the past, 4 year old bullocks from this paddock have dressed
out at about 365 kg - 20 kg less than the
average weight of bullocks from the best

paddocks on the southern end of the old
Waite River block. After the December
flood, the steers grazed entirely on the
new floodout until shifted to their next
paddock in March - and had the enviable problem of not knowing which nutritious plant to graze next. I estimate that
the 50 bullocks turned off were worth
$50 a head more from having the extra
feed - an immediate return of $2500 for
spending $2000.
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